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Introduction:  Sinuous ridges, elongated, curved 

and positive-relief features, have been recognized on 

Mars and interpreted in many cases as inverted chan-

nels [e.g., 1]. Inverted channels are ancient river sys-

tems which developed an inversion of relief because 

the valley or channels floors were infilled by, or 

formed from, a resistant material, which later under-

went less erosion as the neighboring terrains were 

removed. This left the channel body upstanding [1,2]. 

 Many inverted channels, formed during the Late 

Noachian through to Early Hesperian [e.g. 3], have 

been mapped in the Arabia Terra region [e.g. 4]. 

Many variations in inverted channel cross-section 

morphology have been identified [5], and a classifica-

tion applied to inverted channels in Meridiani Planum 

[6], in the south-west of Arabia Terra. The cross-

section represents a ‘cut’ through the inverted channel 

body (e.g. Fig. 1), giving information about the rela-

tionship between the deposition style and erosion his-

tory.  

 

 
Figure 1: Example of an inverted channel in Arabia 

Terra. In this case the inversion of relief did not occurred in 

all the channel body. In this portion of the channel, the 

inversion of relief is localized on the borders of the channel. 

 

Developing a better understanding of the spatial 

association between cross-section types is important 

for understanding the fluvial and erosional history of 

the inverted channels, so we have performed a region-

al survey in Arabia Terra region. 870 inverted chan-

nels were analyzed, considering the variation of cross-

section styles and how many cross-section types (CS) 

each inverted channel body possessed. 

We find that that a similar variety of cross section 

morphologies to [6] can be observed across Arabia 

Terra, and that the longest inverted channels contain 

many cross section types (Fig. 2A).  

 

  

 
Figure 2: A- Frequency of inverted channels in Arabia Ter-

ra based on the number of cross section morphologies ob-

served along their body. B-Cross section types frequencies 

for 870 inverted channels in Arabia Terra. In the statistics 

the same channel may present more cross section types. 

 

Methodology: We investigated ridge morpholo-

gies variability across all Arabia Terra region using 

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) ConTexT (CTX;  

6 m/pixel,[7]), MRO High Resolution Imaging Sci-

ence Experiment (HiRISE; 0.25 m/pixel, [8]) images, 

and global topographic data from the Mars Orbiter 

Laser Altimeter (MOLA; 463 m/pixel, [9]) to make 

both regional and detailed observations A new invert-

ed channel shapefile database was realized to include 

the main cross section types to study their regional 

characteristics, spatial associations, statistics and dis-

tribution. The ridge types were classified based mainly 

on the terminology and morphologies developed in 

previous work [5,6]. To evaluate possible associations 
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patterns, we calculated the probability that two cross 

sections types occurred together in the same channel 

body (Fig. 3). The dataset for the association study 

includes the 41 longest inverted channels in the data-

base which presented at least 3 cross section types. 

Results: Most of the inverted channel cross-

section styles were found across Arabia Terra, with no 

specific pattern in their distribution. This suggests that 

the differences are part of the inverted channels’ evo-

lution rather than a consequence of local phenomena. 

 

 
Figure 3: Association probability graph for the 41 longest 

inverted channels in Arabia Terra region. The numbers 

indicate the calculated association probability. The normal-

ized scale bar (0-0.6) was reduced to emphasize the asso-

ciation. The cross section types are organized from the most 

frequent (top-left) to rarest (bottom-right). 

 

As expected, the longest inverted channels present 

a higher variation in morphology. About 10% of the 

classified channels have up to 4 different types of 

cross sections and just 2% of the longest channels 

present up to 5 ridge shape types (Fig. 2A).  

The Rectangular type is the more frequent (Fig. 

2B), with over 61% of inverted channels possessing 

this cross-section shape. Almost 30% of the channels 

presented a Pinnate cross section followed by 24% 

with a  Rounded cross section. The other types are 

more difficult to be found in the region.  

The association study (Fig. 3) suggests that the 

most frequent cross section morphologies were also 

found together in same body. The “Rectangular” cross 

section style is also the most associated with others. 

     Interpretation: Based on the regional distribution 

of the morphologies and the statistics of the associa-

tion study, we interpreted the cross section morpholo-

gy variation as being mainly the result of secondary 

erosion, from the exhumation process to today. Our 

analysis highlighted two possible evolution scenarios 

for the inverted channels on Mars. We interpreted the 

“Rectangular” (most frequent) cross-section type to be 

an inverted channel which is barely eroded. Based on 

its association with the other morphologies we deter-

mine the state of degradation of the inverted channel 

body with the advancement of the erosion (Fig.4). The 

second scenario is related to the advancement of the 

erosion when the inversion of relief mainly occurred 

on the borders of the body, as seen in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Figure 4: The scheme presents two possible evolutionary 

scenarios  for the inverted channels morphology based on 

the advancement of the erosion. Closer cross sections styles 

have higher association numbers. 

 

Conclusion: Based on their spatial distribution, and 

association study, we interpreted the differences in 

inverted channel morphologies to be mainly a conse-

quence of their erosional development. Our study 

highlighted two possible evolution scenarios for in-

verted channels in the Arabia Terra region of Mars, 

suggesting that the variation in morphology is driven 

by local variations in erosion style.  
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